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dental"

(KcraT& (yvtpp3qrK6O,

190b25-27,

191b13-17). But Aristotlerejectsthe instanceof
"horse-animalbecomes dog-animal"as a case of
"animal-matterbecomes animal-being"(so it is
not discordant).Aristotle insists that "only" on
the hypothesis both of a substrateand of a pair
form-and-privationcan an account of becoming
be given; he allows that perhapsthe pair formand-privationmay be taken as the simple presence or absence of the single term "form"
(191a6-22). So the thirdalleged difficultyin fact
explains the second. Even were these (and the
other) difficulties real, they would not establish
Bolotin's "modification"of Aristotle's "surface
account"(p. 22).
Chapters 2 (teleology: Physics 2.4-8
[195b30-9b32]), 3 (continuity and infinite divisibility:fromPhysics 3, 6, and8), and4 (place:
Physics 4.1-5 [208a27-213all]) attemptto reduce complex discussions to similar sly suggestions that Aristotle truly believed the very opposite of what he argues for at length. (One
cannot interpret Aristotle's statement of the
causal priority of mind and nature to chance
[198a5-12] as merely a claim thatthey are epistemologically prior.)
Chapter 5, "The Doctrine of Weight and
Lightness"(De caelo 4.1-5 [307b28-313al3]),
arguesthatAristotledenied absoluteandrelative
weight and lightness but believed in Archimedean density. One of Bolotin's openings is Aristotle's alleged failureto mentionthatthe cause
of the weight or lightness of a body might be,
not the excess of its interstitialvoid over solid
(309a3-b8), nor the ratio (309b8-16), but the
"difference."What sort of "difference"is not an
excess? Once again, the verdict must be: not
proven.
Bolotin's book contains some good-it reminds us that carefully readingAristotle,whose
context surely included the political, is difficult.
But it remains a demonstrandumthat Aristotle
wrote both to inform the attentive elite and to
delude the masses. Despite Bolotin, it hardly
seems possible Aristotle doubted the doctrines
studiedhere. Using Bolotin's methodof reading,
one might infer from the many difficulties and
faults of Bolotin's surface account that he disguises his true view-let us hope.
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39.) xx + 236 pp., figs., tables, apps., bibl., indexes. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997. $27.95
(cloth); $17.95 (paper).

In 44 B.C.a comet appearedin the sky at Rome
in the course of the funeral games in honor of
Julius Caesar. The comet remained visible for
seven days and was even bright enough to be
seen in the daylight. Normally, comets were
baleful signs, but this one was widely interpreted
as evidence of the apotheosisof JuliusCaesaran interpretationpromoted by Octavian, who
was then locked in a strugglefor power with the
conspiratorswho had assassinatedhis adoptive
father. The Comet of 44 B.C. and Caesar's Funeral Games is the result of a collaborationbetween a classicist (JohnT. Ramsey) and a physicist (A. Lewis Licht). The authors'goals are to
determineas much as they can aboutthe comet,
to revise the history of the games, and thereby
to link the comet and its astrologicalinterpretations more closely with Octavian's campaignfor
power.
Ramsey and Licht adjust the chronology of
the games commonly acceptedby classicists and
correct the date of the comet that has been acceptedby astronomers.The astronomershave almost withoutexception placed the comet in September,because Roman sources date the comet
by mentioning its connection with the games,
which Edmond Halley mistakenly assigned to
September. Nearly all astronomicaltreatments
have relied, throughintermediaries,on Halley's
original study. But, as Ramsey and Licht point
out, the classicists are virtuallyunanimousin the
opinion that the games of 44 B.C. were held in
July. So much for the astronomers.
The authors'revision of classical history is a
little more complicated. According to the traditional chronology,in 46 B.C.JuliusCaesarestablished games to be held in Septemberand called
ludi VenerisGenetricis(the games of Venus Genetrix-i.e., Venus the ancestor).This designation was a naturalploy, as the Julii claimed to
be descended from Venus. In 45, still according
to the standard chronology, the games were
moved to July and renamedludi Victoriae Caesaris, in celebrationof Caesar's military victories. In 44, after Caesar's assassination,the ludi
PAUL T. KEYSER VictoriaeCaesaris were again celebratedin July
along with ludi funebres (funer.l games) for
Caesar.Ramsey and Licht adjustthe chronology
to readlike this: the games of 46 B.C.were indeed
John T. Ramsey; A. Lewis Licht. The Comet held in Septemberand called ludi Veneris Geof 44 B.C. and Caesar's Funeral Games. Fore- netricis (as in the standardaccount); in 45 they
word by Brian G. Marsden. (AmericanPhilo- were again held in September,under the same
logical Association, AmericanClassical Studies, name; but in 44, at the behest of Octavian, the
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games were both moved to July and renamedin
honor of Caesar. Shifting the games to Caesar's
birth month and renaming them in his honor
were, then, part of a campaign by Octavian to
promoteacceptanceof Caesar'sdivinity.The appearanceof the comet in the courseof the games,
Ramsey andLicht argue,musthave stronglybolstered Octavian'sefforts.
The authors' arguments are often intricate.
The historicalproblemis difficult to resolve because of the paucity of Roman sources linking
the comet to the games and because most of the
sources are not independentbut derive from Octavian's (Augustus's) own account, writtentwo
decades after the event. The astronomicalproblem is renderedmore difficult,indeed almost intractable,by the fact that Chinese sources mention a comet only in May-June of 44 B.C.,
althoughthe Romans saw it only in July. Ramsey and Licht use a good deal of ingenuity to
explain this discrepancy,invoking haze from an
eruptionof MountEtna.It is not obvious thatthe
Roman and Chinese observerssaw the same object, as most of the Roman sources describe the
object as starlike, whereas the Chinese sources
give it a tail. But assuming they really do have
two reportedpositions of the comet, the authors
attemptto calculateorbitalparametersfor Comet
Caesar. As two observations do not suffice to
determine an orbit, this effort requires even
greateringenuity.
Few readerswill find it easy to follow the line
of argumentfrom beginning to end. The least
compelling, and the least necessary, part of the
book is the effort to determinethe elements of
the comet's orbit. The most interesting part of
the book is the discussion of the political transformationof a comet from a warningof disaster
to a sign of Caesar's ascent to the gods. An appendix provides a full collection of all ancient
sources that mention either the games or the
comet or both.
JAMES EVANS

Guy Serbat (Editor).Celse de la medecine.Volume 1: Livres I-II. (Collection des Universites
de France [Bude].) lxxvi + 179 pp. Paris: Les
Belles Lettres, 1995.
This reeditedLatin text of De medicina 1-2 (to
be followed in due course by 3-7) is the first
revision of Celsus since F. Marx,editor,A. Cornelii Celsi (Teubner, 1915 [CorpusMedicorum
Latinorum, 1]). Guy Serbat incorporatesreadings from the Codex Toletanus97-12 of the fifteenthcentury(T), addingto the versionadduced

by Marx from four other manuscripts:Codex
Romanus Vaticanus 5951 (V), Codex Florentinus Laurentianus73, 1 (F), and Codex Parisinus 7028 (P), all of the ninthand tenthcenturies;
and Codex FlorentinusLaurentianus73, 7 (J) of
the fifteenthcentury.Serbat'sapparatuscriticus
is a great improvementover that of Marx, and
one immediately gains specifics on why Serbat
has chosen (or emended) readingsfrom T along
with V, F, P, and J. Comparedto Marx's occasionally muddled readings, those by Serbat are
generally models of clarity. This Bud6 text is a
markedimprovementover the 1915 CML version in many instances, explicating many puzzling passages also reproduced(from Marx) by
W. G. Spencerin his text and translationof Celsus (in 3 vols. [1935-1938], Loeb Classical Library).ManuscriptT is, of course, essential for
the long-sought fill-in of the lacuna in De medicina 4.27 (Marx, p. 181; Spencer, Vol. 1, pp.
448-449), and Serbat's commentaryon these
sections will be anticipatedwith some interest.
One must note, however, that the text and commentaryon the famous Prooemiumby Philippe
Mudry,La pr4face du De medicinade Celse (Institut Suisse de Rome, 1982), is far fuller and
often more precise than that offered by Serbat,
and students of ancient medicine desiring lucid
analysis on the numerousproblemsin the Prooemium should employ Mudry'spainstakingcommentary.
Very controversial will be Serbat's opinion
that Celsus belongs securely in the company of
the "followers" of Asclepiades of Bithynia. In
her incisive and convincing "TheLife andDeath
of Asclepiades of Bithynia" (Classical Quarterly, 1982, 32:358-370, rpt. in Roman Culture
and Society: Collected Papers [Clarendon,
1991], pp. 427-443), ElizabethRawsonquiteeffectively showed that Asclepiades was dead by
92 B.C.,using the basic referenceof Cicero's De
oratore 1.62. The Bithynianwas active in Rome
circa 120 B.C.,whetheror not he switched from
rhetoricto medicin e as relatedby Pliny the Elder. J. T. Vallance, in his masterful The Lost
Theory of Asclepiades of Bithynia (Clarendon,
1990), demonstratesclear links with aspects of
a "medicalatomism"ratherdistantfrom the solidly empiricalapproachesof Celsus in De medicina (however one ranksCelsus's abilities as a
writer or presumed medicus who flourished in
the reign of Tiberius[A.D.14-37]). Serbatis unaware of Rawson's fundamentalessay, and he
does not know Vallance, so that the mushiness
of any "Asclepiadean"medicine in the De medicina remainsinchoate. And in spite of firm evidence to the contrary, Serbat presumes direct
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